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Under the background of intelligent technologies, art designers need to use information technology to assist the design of art
factors and fully realize the integration of art design and information technology. Multisensor information fusion technology
can more intuitively and visually carry out a more comprehensive grasp of the objectives to be designed, maximize the positive
effects of art design, and achieve its overall optimization and can also help art designers get rid of the traditional monolithic
and obsolete design concepts. Based on multisensor information fusion technology under wireless virtual reality environment,
principles of signal acquisition and preprocessing, feature extraction, and fusion calculation, to analyze the information
processing process of multisensor information fusion, conduct the model construction and performance evaluation for
intelligent art design, and propose an intelligent art design model based on multisensor information fusion technology, we
discuss the realization of multisensor information fusion algorithm in intelligent art design and finally carry out a simulation
experiment and its result analysis by taking the environment design of a parent-child restaurant as an example. The study
results show that using multisensor information fusion in the environmental design of parent-child restaurant is better than
using a single sensor for that; at the same time, using force sensors has a better environmental design effect than using
vibration sensors. The multisensor information fusion technology can automatically analyze the observation information of
several sources obtained in time sequence under certain criteria and comprehensively perform information processing for the
completion of the decision-making and estimation tasks required for intelligent art design.

1. Introduction

The intelligent art design process is an effective way to
improve the efficiency of art design, ensure the accuracy of
art design, and improve the quality of art surface design. Sen-
sors are indispensable for the intelligent art design [1]. Sensors
used in the art design operation process can be divided into
three categories: sensors used in the motion control process,
such as position sensors, speed sensors, angular velocity sen-
sors; sensors used in design process control, for example, force
sensors and power sensors; and sensors used in the monitor-
ing and diagnosis of the design process, such as vibration sen-
sors and temperature sensors [2]. How to choose the
appropriate sensor according to the different functions of the
sensor in the process of art design and art design and use mul-
tisensor reasonably to improve the intelligent level of art
design is the key issue; the current multisensor intelligent

information fusion theory and technology are an effective
way to solve this problem [3]. Since multisensor information
fusion is realized by relying on the rule base, the key to intelli-
gent art design lies in how to effectively establish the knowl-
edge base, namely, the database and the rule base. The
intelligent art design system based onmultisensor information
fusion technology collects sensor information, analyzes the
data, and saves the data to the database. The experimental
results show that the use of multisensor information fusion
is better than the use of a single sensor for condition monitor-
ing; it is pointed out that the use of force sensors is better than
the use of vibration sensors [4].

Multisensor information fusion technology is an infor-
mation processing process that uses computers to automati-
cally analyze and synthesize the observation information of
several sources obtained in time series under certain criteria
to complete the required decision-making and estimation
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tasks [5]. Information fusion has three core aspects: infor-
mation fusion is the process of processing multisource infor-
mation at several levels, where each level represents different
levels of information abstraction [6]. Multisensor informa-
tion fusion technology is used to achieve interactive design,
which can be integrated into parent-child restaurants to
bring parents and children a full range of perception experi-
ences. For example, under the trend of intelligent develop-
ment, multisensor information fusion technology can more
intuitively and visually carry out a more comprehensive
grasp of the place to be designed and maximize the positive
effects of art design, which can achieve art design. Multisen-
sor data fusion actually integrates the data information from
different sensors or sources in time and space to obtain a
unified best estimate or description of the measured object
or target; the use of multisensor data integration and fusion
technology can combine data from multiple sources [7].
Sensor data and corresponding intelligence are analyzed
and comprehensively processed, and the current model in
the problem domain is established to provide preconditions
for further reasoning and situation description [8].

Based on the summary and analysis of previous research
works, this paper expounds the research status and signifi-
cance of intelligent art design; elaborates the development
background, current status, and future challenges of multi-
sensor information fusion technology; introduces the
methods and principles of signal acquisition and preprocess-
ing, feature extraction, and fusion calculation; analyzes the
information processing process of multisensor information
fusion; conducts the model construction and performance
evaluation for intelligent art design; proposes an intelligent
art design model based on multisensor information fusion
technology; performs the fusion of fuzzy set and evidence
theory; analyzes the multisensor information fusion results
of intelligent art design; discusses the realization of multi-
sensor information fusion algorithm in intelligent art design;
and finally carries out a simulation experiment and its result
analysis by taking the environment design of a parent-child
restaurant as an example. The study results of this paper
provide a reference for further researches on the application
of multisensor information fusion technology in intelligent
art design. The detailed chapters are arranged as follows:
Section 2 introduces the methods and principles of signal
acquisition and preprocessing, feature extraction, and fusion
calculation; Section 3 proposes an intelligent art design
model based on multisensor information fusion technology;
Section 4 discusses the realization of multisensor informa-
tion fusion algorithm in intelligent art design; Section 5
carries out a simulation experiment and its result analysis;
Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. Methods and Principles

2.1. Signal Acquisition and Preprocessing. Suppose the vari-
ances of n sensors are a1, a2,⋯, an, and the true value to
be estimated is A; the measured values of each sensor are
A1, A2,⋯,An, which are independent of each other and are
the element deviations of X estimate; the weighting factors
of each sensor are b1, b2,⋯, bn; then, the A value and the

weighting factor after fusion should meet:

〠
n

i=1
Ai =

a1, a2,⋯,anð ÞT
b1, b2,⋯,bnð ÞT

: ð1Þ

The above is an estimation based on the measured value
of each sensor at a certain moment. When the estimated
value is constant, it can be estimated based on the average
value of the historical data of each sensor.

As a function of defining parameters, the triangle mem-
bership function and the mapping determined are also not
smooth for the center width parameter. The total confidence
Bi output of the rule base is defined as

Bi = 〠
n

i=1
ci − dið Þ log ei

f i
, ð2Þ

where ci is the output of the ith rule; di is the output inten-
sity of the ith rule; ei is the sensor confidence of the ith rule;
and f i is the target decision value of the ith rule.

Each node in the second layer represents a linguistic var-
iable value; each node in the third layer represents a fuzzy
rule, and its function is to match the antecedents of the fuzzy
rule and calculate the practicality of each rule. The function
of this layer is to calculate the membership function Ci of
each input component belonging to the fuzzy set of each lin-
guistic variable value:

Ci =
∑n

i=1 g jð Þ
i

� �1/l

∑n
i=1 h kð Þ

i

� �1/l , ð3Þ

where gi is the variable parameter set; hi is the number of
fuzzy divisions; n is the dimension of the input; j is the num-
ber of nodes; k is the weighted sum of the rules; and l is the
normalized applicability.

According to the degree of abstraction of information
and data, the information fusion of intelligent art design is
divided into three levels: data layer, feature layer, and deci-
sion layer fusion. Intelligent art design only evaluates the
fusion algorithm at the decision-making level; that is, after
the identity recognition result output by each sensor is fused
by the fusion module, the evaluation module evaluates the
fusion result, so as to realize the evaluation of the fusion
algorithm. When a fusion algorithm is developed, it is neces-
sary to evaluate the art design; the simplest evaluation
method is to find the recognition rate of the art design using
multiple algorithms, and then, the evaluation module will
compare the various art designs to the target [9]. The recog-
nition results are compared with the preset standards, so
that the performance of the art design can be known. The
intelligent art design data generator module generates target
data to simulate the art design data in the real environment;
the sensor module adds noise to the target data sent from the
data generator module to complete the target data prepro-
cessing. The database module stores the original art design
data generated by the data generator, the fused data, prior
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knowledge data, evaluation indicators, etc. Intelligent art
design is the structure of dynamically mounting fusion algo-
rithm, which provides an interface for the fusion algorithm.
As long as the algorithm to be evaluated meets this interface
standard, it can be directly mounted on the module for data
fusion.

2.2. Feature Extraction and Fusion Calculation. The mode
observed by the mode window can be imagined as a mode
diagram, which describes the state of the process; the intro-
duction of the mode window can facilitate the fusion of con-
tinuously changing signals, which is called time series fusion.
In general, the expression of the sensor pattern vector Di can
be written as

Di =
pi

∑n
i=1oi

  i = 1, 2,⋯,mð Þ, ð4Þ

where m is the number of sensors; oi is the number of data
provided by each sensor in a mode window; and pi is the
data provided by the ith sensor to the mode.

Assuming that the fuzzy division number of each input
component is determined in advance and the membership
function adopts a bell-shaped function represented by a
function, the parameters that need to be learned are mainly
the connection weight ri of the conclusion network and the
central value si of the membership function of each node
of the premise network width ti; then, the error cost function
Ei is taken as

Ei = 〠
n

i=1

ri − sij j
ti − sij j − 〠

n

i=1

ui − vij j
wi − vij j , ð5Þ

where ui and wi, respectively, represent the expected output
and actual output and vi is the membership function where
the adjustable parameter is.

In order to facilitate the processing of the fusion degree
between the observation data, the concept of membership
function in fuzzy mathematics is prompted, and the obser-
vation value is mapped to the fusion degree function Fi with
the range of [0, 1]; then, the sensor observed at time x in the
fusion degree of information data FiðxÞ and FiðyÞ is GiðxÞ:

Gi xð Þ = Fi xð Þ, Fi yð Þ½ � = Fi xð Þ
Fi xð Þ + Fi yð Þ ,

Fi yð Þ
Fi xð Þ + Fi yð Þ

� �
: ð6Þ

If GiðxÞ is closer to 1, it is considered that the fusion of
the two sensors is better, and the fusion of the observation
data is higher; if the value of GiðxÞ is closer to 0, the fusion
of the two sensors is worse.

The distributed structure is the current mainstream
information fusion structure. The reason is that it can obtain
higher reliability and availability at a lower cost and can
reduce the bandwidth of the data bus and the requirements
for data processing; when a sensor is degraded, the impact
on the performance and results of the entire multisensor
data fusion is small [10]. It can gradually increase the num-
ber of automated functions to be realized and can adapt the

system structure to the operating requirements of the con-
trol center. Therefore, the distributed structure has become
the preferred solution for intelligent art design. The intelli-
gent art design module integrates related design fusion algo-
rithms for state fusion and attributes fusion of design objects
and generates and outputs system design information. The
simulation evaluation module compares the intelligent art
design with the standard art design in the corresponding
time period, calculates the root mean square error, and com-
pares and evaluates the performance of the data fusion algo-
rithm. The criterion of simulation evaluation is to have a
small root mean square error of the target art design. The
intelligent art design adopts an open structure, which can
set various sensor information models and select various
algorithms according to user requirements and can custom-
ize the algorithm library.

3. Intelligent Art Design Model Based on
Multisensor Information Fusion Technology

3.1. Information Processing Process of Multisensor
Information Fusion. The digitized electrical signal inevitably
has some interference and noise signals due to the influence
of random factors such as the environment. Through pre-
processing, filtering and other methods are used to filter
the interference and noise in the data acquisition process,
and useful signals are obtained. The preprocessed useful sig-
nal is sent to the fusion center for data fusion; after feature
extraction, data fusion calculation is performed on a certain
feature quantity, and finally, the fusion result is output. The
model first generates standard art design data from the stan-
dard art design module and stores it in the standard art
design database, then adds different random noise data
based on the standard art design data to form sensor simu-
lation data and store it in the sensor database. The model
reads the sensor data in the database and merges the node
art design at the same time to form the node art design. This
model transfers the art design to the fusion center, and the
fusion center associates and synthesizes the various art
designs and finally forms the system art design; it transmits
the sensor data and the successfully fused art design data to
the display control module in real time during the fusion
process and show the integration process of art design. The
simulation evaluation module reads the standard art design
data and the fused art design data, evaluates the performance
of each data fusion algorithm, and transmits it to the display
control module to display the evaluation results [11].
Figure 1 shows the application framework of multisensor
information fusion technology in intelligent art design.

The first step of multisensor information fusion is to
determine the information source. The complex environ-
ment that may be involved in intelligent art design leads to
too many uncertain factors in sensor information collection.
Therefore, when selecting sensors, the models choose to use
speed sensors, pressure sensors, and temperature. Sensors
collect information from many aspects, and there are more
sources of information, and multi-information fusion
increases the accuracy of the identification results. In infor-
mation fusion, the first level of information fusion is to fuse
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the information collected by multiple sensors of the same
type, and the efficiency of art design and aesthetics is closely
related, so the second level of information fusion is to collect
different types of sensors. The received information is
merged again to arrive at a final decision. In the process of
completing information fusion, many modules have played
a unique role. In the process of completing information
fusion, the guidance of experts is extremely important, and
guidance provided by experts constitutes a systematic expert
knowledge base. The intelligent art design system based on
multisensor information fusion technology collects sensor
information, analyzes the data, and saves the data to the
database. The mode adopted by the system is simple and
easy to operate, and the safety can be greatly guaranteed.

The steps to achieve multisensor information fusion
through fuzzy inference are as follows: first, convert the data
information obtained by the multisensor into fuzzy sets and
membership functions; then, build up the knowledge of
experts in related fields into a fuzzy rule library; and then,
use fuzzy operators to perform fuzzy inference and fusion
of multisensor information and derive the final result. The
fuzzy reasoning method can be used as an empirical rule
to generate a fuzzy rule base based on the designer’s choice
when identifying rules and irregular design types [12]. After
the intelligent art design converts the obtained distance and
visual information into fuzzy sets and membership func-
tions, based on the fuzzy rule library, an art type that meets
the design experience can be derived. Compared with artifi-
cial intelligence algorithms such as neural network and ant
colony algorithm, the design of controllers using fuzzy infer-
ence is relatively simple and more suitable for practical
applications. In addition, based on fuzzy reasoning, intelli-

gent art design can automatically identify regular or irregu-
lar art types and can improve the degree of intelligence of
the art design system. Based on the above analysis, the intel-
ligent art design scheme based on multisensor information
fusion designed in this paper is distance sensor and visual
information sensor as the environment perception frame-
work, fuzzy inference as the information fusion method,
and intelligent recognition of complex designs.

3.2. Model Construction and Performance Evaluation of
Intelligent Art Design.Multisensor target recognition is actu-
ally a process of eliminating uncertainty, but this process
also introduces information conflict. Due to the influence
of various factors, the target recognition information pro-
vided by the sensor itself has uncertainty and ambiguity,
and the quality of the information source also has a differ-
ence between good and bad. However, for multisensor target
recognition systems that work in the field of intelligent art
design, the environment is often complex and changeable,
and it is not enough to rely on a priori information to deter-
mine the credibility of the sensor’s local recognition infor-
mation. The advantage is that the function is smooth for
input variables and parameters. The disadvantage is that
the function form is a transcendental function, which is
expensive to implement. Infinite support complicates the
inference process, so that the inference time is too long
and the real-time performance of the system is limited
(Figure 2). For different applications and application
requirements, information fusion algorithms are different,
including data-related technologies, estimation theories,
and recognition technologies. Fusion calculation mainly ver-
ifies, analyzes, supplements, selects, and estimates state
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tracking of related observations from multiple sensors. It
analyzes and synthesizes newly discovered irrelevant obser-
vations and generates a comprehensive situation and per-
forms fusion calculations and modifies the overall situation
based on multisensor observations in real time.

The intelligent art design based on multisensor informa-
tion fusion technology can receive data from three different
lower-level computers in a loop through the serial port. It
can perform morphological planning according to the target
position measured by the target sensor, adjust the design
accuracy, and adjust the intelligent design speed according
to the target distance measured by the ranging sensor. When
the accuracy sensor finds that the current design object or
process contradicts the design blueprint, the model will
immediately stop operating and replan the design plan. Mul-
tisensor data fusion technology increases the dimension and
confidence of the measurement, improves the detection per-
formance, expands the coverage of space and time, and
improves the reliability and maintainability of the system;
this way, the system has better fault tolerance and is
designed, when robustness is stronger, and the resource uti-
lization rate in the system is also improved [13]. Feature
extraction is required for the original information from mul-
tiple sensors, and the features can be various physical quan-
tities of the measured object. In general, there are many
parameters that need to be detected, such as temperature,
pressure, and concentration. By using different acquisition
channels of the data acquisition card, these data can be col-
lected separately, and the detection data can be identified,
and the detection values of various parameters can be
assigned to different variables for storage.

The relationship between art design and intelligent plat-
forms is similar to the relationship between humans and the
brain. When humans make aesthetic judgments, aesthetic
choices, and actions, they need the brain to perceive the sur-
rounding environment and use destination information to
form artistic plans. Therefore, an intelligent platform for
art design actually needs a neural network to obtain, analyze,
and integrate information, so as to form an artistic plan
through the information instructions issued. By feeling the
surrounding environment information in the process of
fusion, it continuously forms new art design decisions,
adjusts the current state, and achieves the goal blueprint.
In the art design intelligent platform, it needs a systematic

neural network, which is a neural network transmitted
from human intelligence to artificial intelligence, so that
artificial intelligence products can produce information
judgment and decision-making effects like humans. In this
process, we need to pay attention to a problem; that is, the
information required by the intelligent platform of art
design is diverse, and it also needs to form processing
and decision-making information in a variety of informa-
tion instructions, which requires the application of multi-
sensor information fusion technology to art. In the
design of the intelligent platform, with the help of multi-
sensor information fusion, all the information of environ-
mental characteristics is completely reflected in the neural
network of art design [14].

4. Realization of Multisensor Information
Fusion Algorithm under Wireless Virtual
Reality Environment

4.1. Fusion of Fuzzy Sets and Evidence Theory. The main task
of intelligent art design is to use the art index of the con-
trolled system as the basis for designing and adjusting the
parameters of the controller. Intelligent art design needs to
consider the type of membership function and the overlap
rate between different membership functions, the number
of rules, and the precise calculation method (Figure 3). In
the signal acquisition module, the middle value of different
multisensor categories ranges from 0.3 to 0.6, in which mon-
itoring and diagnosis category is the highest with the value
of 0.6. As for information fusion, the middle value of differ-
ent multisensor categories ranges from 0.34 to 0.6, in which
motion control process is the highest with the value of 0.6.
As for the signal preprocessing module, the middle value
of that ranges from 0.37 to 0.6, in which motion control pro-
cess category is the lowest with the value of 0.35. Since mul-
tisensor information fusion is realized by relying on the rule
base, the key to intelligent art design lies in how to effectively
establish the knowledge base, namely, the database and the
rule base. Based on the art design experience, the model con-
structs training samples of the fuzzy neural network control-
ler and applies the network parameter adjustment algorithm
to perform offline training on the input membership func-
tion of the fuzzy neural network [15]. Once the error no

Fusion of fuzzy sets
Fusion calculationFeature extraction

(a) Fusion of fuzzy sets

Performance evaluation
Intelligent art design model

(b) Performance evaluation

Figure 2: Model construction and performance evaluation of intelligent art design based on multisensor information fusion technology
under wireless virtual reality environment.
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longer drops or even starts to rise, then it is considered that
the current neural network has reached a state where it can
stop training.

The work process of intelligent art design based on multi-
sensor information fusion technology mainly includes the fol-
lowing: input is extracted and converted into fuzzy language as
system input; based on expert knowledge, fuzzy antecedents
are calculated and fuzzy subsequent are reasoned, and com-
mon rules are used to simulate humans. In the reasoning pro-
cess, the fuzzy output is finally obtained. Through the above
investigation and research, it is found that fuzzy neural net-
work control technology is more adaptive than single fuzzy
control and neural network and is suitable for intelligent art
design. Usually, the environment of intelligent art design in
the design process is dynamic and uncertain, so fuzzy control
is used as the main control method. Also, because the environ-
ment of intelligent art design is dynamic, when the environ-
ment changes, the design object should have a certain
learning ability and adapt to the new environment [16]. At this
time, a neural network is needed to train the fuzzy control sys-
tem parameters to achieve a better control effect. After the
structure of the fuzzy neural network is determined, the num-
ber of fuzzy divisions of the input components is known in
advance, but because the membership function and other
structures are given based on expert experience, there will be
differences in practical applications and low environmental
adaptability, so the neural network trains, learns, and adjusts
related parameters to achieve better control performance.

Multisensor data fusion is used to combine the redun-
dant or complementary information of multiple sensors in
time and space according to certain criteria and rationally
control and use multiple sensors and their detected informa-
tion, so as to obtain a consistent description of the measured
object or explain. In order to ensure the accuracy and consis-
tency of the information and remove the erroneous and use-
less information, it is necessary to process and synthesize the
information from multiple perspectives, so as to obtain the
internal relations and laws of various models, and finally
realize the optimization of the information. According to
the different levels of the fusion objects, information fusion
can be divided into low-level, data-level or pixel-level, mid-

dle-level, feature-level, high-level, and decision-level fusion.
Data-level fusion can retain more original data information,
but due to the incompleteness, uncertainty, and instability of
the original data, it has higher requirements for the fusion
error correction ability. Feature-level fusion extracts the
required feature information from the raw data of each sen-
sor, which facilitates data processing and analysis, but its
accuracy is lower than that of data-level fusion. Decision-
level fusion directly targets specific decision-making goals,
makes full use of the various feature information of the tar-
get obtained by feature-level fusion, and gives concise and
intuitive results, which has good real-time and fault toler-
ance, so it is the most widely used.

4.2. Information Fusion Results of Intelligent Art Design. In
intelligent art design, art design is equivalent to a mapping
of an input-output relationship. Input is the premise, and
output is optimized as control input. Since neural networks
can map arbitrary functional relationships, they can be used
to realize art design. In addition, both the optimization and
nonoptimization processes can be realized by neural net-
works, so that the entire fuzzy controller can be represented
by neural networks. This kind of intelligent art design repre-
sented by neural network has many advantages, such as the
amount of calculation has nothing to do with the amount of
empirical knowledge, allows experience with a small amount
of errors, and can perform parallel and distributed calcula-
tions. The key to intelligent art design is the acquisition of
control rules [17]. Traditional methods are difficult to effec-
tively acquire rules and adjust the membership function, and
it is difficult to realize the learning function. The intelligent
art design realized by neural network can allow neural net-
work to learn existing experience rules and also can use net-
work learning or clustering method to obtain control rules
from input and output data and then use control perfor-
mance indicators as guidance to control the control rules.
By using different acquisition channels of the data acquisi-
tion card, these data can be collected separately, and the
detection data can be identified, and the detection values of
various parameters can be assigned to different variables
for storage (Figure 4).
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Under the background of intelligent development, in
order to realize the development and innovation of art
design, it is necessary to require relevant art designers to
have certain information technology awareness and be able
to use information technology to assist environmental fac-
tors in the process of art design and fully realize the integra-
tion of art design and information technology. For example,
under the trend of intelligent development, multisensor
information fusion technology can more intuitively and
visually carry out a more comprehensive grasp of the place
to be designed and maximize the positive effects of art
design, which can achieve art design [18] and overall optimi-
zation and can also enable related designers to introduce old
and new and get rid of the traditional single-product and
outdated design concept. In addition, in the context of intel-
ligence, the use of digital technology for art design can also
make art design more artistic (Figure 5). When using multi-
ple sensors for information detection, because the measure-
ment accuracy of each sensor is always different, if each
sensor is treated the same, the detection data is processed
and used without distinction, which will inevitably lead to
inaccurate detection results. Therefore, it is necessary to
selectively distinguish the importance of sensors according
to the position of each sensor in the detection system and
the accuracy of detection.

How to give life to intelligent art design has turned into
two more basic problems. One is to make it reflect the corre-

sponding, correct, scientific flow and transformation of the
organism when under the action of external force. This kind
of flow must be embodied in sensory attributes such as form,
color, or hearing, so that it can be grasped by the living body;
second, the dynamic shape as an organic whole must not
only have the ability to interact with the external environ-
ment but also have the ability to reflect. At the same time,
the manifestation of energy flow also implies the growth
and disappearance of life. The linear method between one
shape and another shape, due to the movement of each point
in all directions, reflects a full change process in time, but the
linear rate makes it slightly monotonous and dull. Corre-
spondingly, in the experimental stage, these two elements
are transformed into six dimensions that are easier to per-
ceive and evaluate, which are fun, associative, continuity,
interactivity, process, and energy flow. Among them, fun
and optimization are the prerequisites for maintaining the
continuous experience, continuity and process are the guar-
antee that the continuous experience will not be interrupted,
and the interactivity and energy fluidity are the possibility
for the continuous experience to be extended and continued.

5. Simulation Experiment and Results

5.1. Simulation Experiment Design. This paper takes the envi-
ronmental design of a parent-child restaurant as an example to
discuss the application of multisensor information fusion
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Figure 4: Information fusion results of intelligent art design under wireless virtual reality environment.
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Figure 5: Relationship between output intensity and number of fuzzy divisions (a) and number of nodes (b).
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technology in intelligent art design. Parent-child restaurants
began to design new service modes and new interactive forms
of parent-child restaurants through the use of information
technology and interactive design of smart devices to improve
the comfort and richness of user experience. It uses multisen-
sor information fusion technology to achieve interactive
design, which can be integrated into parent-child restaurants
to bring parents and children a full range of perception expe-
riences. The development of multisensor information fusion
technology has made interactive design present a rich and col-
orful appearance, and interactive design has been more widely
used in indoor spaces. Especially the design of exhibition space
has made a qualitative leap through the application of new
digital media technology. User interaction is a key consider-
ation in space design. The user’s need for space is no longer
a simple functional requirement but a higher standard of effec-
tive interaction.With the increase of the number of detections,
the weighting factor is calculated according to the measure-
ment data in each measurement, and its importance in the
detection data processing is also reflected by the size of the
weighting factor. In this way, based on the advantages of mul-
tiple sensors, the interference of environmental factors can be
fully considered, and the influence of data with large devia-
tions on the measurement accuracy can be reduced, and the
accuracy of the measurement system can be improved.

The multisensor information fusion algorithm is used to
combine the corresponding fusion algorithm to fully and
completely reflect the information about the target object
and environment obtained by multiple sensors. In the entire
multisensor information system, the information we collect
is diverse, and the information is sometimes more compli-
cated. Therefore, this requires that the intelligent art design
adopts the corresponding processing ability for the informa-
tion fusion method, which not only has robustness but also
has the ability to be parallel [19]. In addition, intelligent
art design also has higher requirements for the coordination
ability of different monitoring methods and technologies,
the calculation speed and accuracy of the algorithm, the
interface performance of the information recognition system
and the preprocessing system, etc. The sample requirements
of this information are for the entire system and have a very
important role. Under normal circumstances, intelligent art
design can also choose some other nonlinear mathematical

methods as fusion methods, but these mathematical
methods are required to have fault tolerance, associative
memory, adaptive performance, and other capabilities. The
highest level of information fusion is decision-level fusion,
and the principle is that each sensor independently observes
the measured target. After the target data is collected by the
sensor, the sensor can independently correct the original
data and eliminate redundant data.

5.2. Result Analysis. The state and observation fusion
methods of intelligent art design include centralized fusion
method and distributed fusion method, respectively. Among
them, the centralized state fusion is the same as the central-
ized observation fusion algorithm; that is, the observation
equations of all local sensors in the art design are merged
into an augmented observation equation and then combined
with the state equation to obtain a centralized global filter
and finally obtain the global optimum untie. The distributed
state fusion of art design is used to optimally weight the local
filters corresponding to each sensor to obtain the distributed
global filter and calculate it based on the local filter estima-
tion error covariance matrix [20]. Multisensor data fusion
will have a more sensitive response to the art design in the
sampling set. If it is not eliminated, it will inevitably bring
great errors to the data processing and cause the filter to fail.
Intelligent art design is a very important part of the signal
processing work process, which is of vital significance for
improving the accuracy of data processing results and
improving processing efficiency and quality (Figure 6). The
main controller host of the monitoring center can communi-
cate with other nodes on the bus and is mainly responsible
for the monitoring and control of the entire detection sys-
tem, such as system configuration, operating status display,
concentration exceeding alarm, and coordination of the rela-
tionship between various parts.

If the data collected by a single sensor often contains
noise and the sensor itself has a mean square error, there
must be an estimation error in the estimated value obtained
from the noisy data, and the error value is random. Using
this type of data will make the system and the accuracy
and real-time performance reduced. Therefore, multiple sen-
sors of the same type can be used to measure the same data.
Intelligent art design uses multiple sets of sensors to carry
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Figure 6: Sensor confidence (a) and target decision values (b) with different weighting factors of each sensor.
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out an adaptive weighted estimation data fusion algorithm.
Information fusion performs multilevel processing of multi-
source information. Each level of processing abstracts the
original data to a certain extent, which mainly includes the
processing of information detection, calibration, correlation,
and estimation. Information fusion can be divided into three
levels according to the degree of abstraction of information
processing in the fusion system: pixel level fusion, feature
level fusion, and decision level fusion. According to the
threshold value, the variance of each sensor is estimated,
and the weighting coefficient of each sensor participating
in the fusion is adjusted according to the principle of the
minimum square sum of the weighting coefficient to ensure
that the mean square error of the fusion data is kept to a
minimum (Figure 7). This algorithm does not require sensor
measure data information, and the algorithm estimation can
theoretically prove the characteristic of linear unbiased min-
imum variance [21].

Data fusion technology has the advantages of improving
the measurement accuracy of target parameters, eliminating
the influence of interference, and overcoming its own time
drift and aging. Multisensor information fusion technology
is used to compress, format, standardize, batch, and
sequence information from the art design information data-
base to meet subsequent levels of estimation and the proces-
sor’s requirements for calculation order and calculation
volume [22]. For example, the original image collected by
the camera is limited by random interference and various
conditions, making the image obtained by the system imper-
fect. It is often necessary to use image processing technology
to preprocess the obtained original image and perform noise
filtering, distortion correction, and grayscale on the image.
Degree correction is information preprocessing operations.
Process evaluation is also called optimization fusion process-
ing, which is used to modify the entire processing process in
real time to achieve optimal utilization of resources, optimal
sensor management, and optimal weapon control and
improve the fusion effect of the system through feedback
adaptive optimization information. This level mainly com-
pletes the monitoring and evaluation of the fusion process

and guides how to obtain information, so as to achieve the
best fusion effect. This level has contact with other levels,
system outside, and operating personnel; its main functions
include evaluation, fusion control, processing of special
information source requirements, and task management.

6. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the information processing process of
multisensor information fusion, conducts the model con-
struction and performance evaluation for intelligent art
design, proposes an intelligent art design model based on
multisensor information fusion technology, performs the
fusion of fuzzy set and evidence theory, analyzes the multi-
sensor information fusion results of intelligent art design,
discusses the realization of multisensor information fusion
algorithm in intelligent art design, and finally carries out a
simulation experiment and its result analysis by taking the
environment design of a parent-child restaurant as an exam-
ple. Multisensor information fusion technology is used to
compress, format, standardize, batch, and sequence infor-
mation from the art design information database to meet
subsequent levels of estimation and the processor’s require-
ments for calculation order and calculation volume. In intel-
ligent art design, art design is equivalent to a mapping of an
input-output relationship and input is the premise, and out-
put is optimized as control input. The model first generates
standard art design data from the standard art design mod-
ule and stores it in the standard art design database, then
adds different random noise data based on the standard art
design data to form sensor simulation data and store it in
the sensor database. The study results show that using multi-
sensor information fusion in the environmental design of
parent-child restaurant is better than using a single sensor
for that; at the same time, using force sensors has a better
environmental design effect than using vibration sensors.
The multisensor information fusion technology can auto-
matically analyze the observation information of several
sources obtained in time sequence under certain criteria
and comprehensively perform information processing for
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Figure 7: Information fusion degrees (a) and vector values of sensor pattern (b) at different numbers sensors.
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the completion of the decision-making and estimation tasks
required for intelligent art design. The study results of this
paper provide a reference for further researches on the appli-
cation of multisensor information fusion technology in
intelligent art design.
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